
  

Brunswick Bulls Position for Strong Numbers as Boat Demand Surges 

Ticker/Price: BC ($67.45) 

 

Analysis: 

Brunswick (BC) seeing bullish positioning this week with 1500 August $65 calls bought up to $6.50 on 7/23 and on 

7/20 the August $70/$75 call spreads were bought to open 4000X. BC will report on 7-30. On the chart BC shares are 

clearing a 2018 high this week and the next Fibonacci extension target is way up at $86.85 while the twenty-point range 

break targets near $80. BC is a leading global designer, manufacturer, and marketer of recreational marine products 

including marine engines, boats, and parts and accessories for those products. BC sold its Fitness business in 2019. 

Marine Engine segment is a world leader in the manufacturing and sale of recreational marine engines and marine parts 

and accessories. The Boat Group includes the following boat brands: Sea Ray sport boats and cruisers; Bayliner sport 

cruisers, runabouts, and Heyday wake boats; Boston Whaler fiberglass offshore boats; Lund fiberglass fishing boats; 

Crestliner, Cypress Cay, Harris, Lowe, Lund, and Princecraft aluminum fishing, utility, pontoon boats, and deck boats; 

and Thunder Jet heavy-gauge aluminum boats. BC has a market cap of $5.37B and trades 15.8X Earnings, 1.3X Sales, 

12X EV/EBITDA and 33.6X FCF with a 1.42% dividend yield. BC sets up very well into this quarter with strong Boating 

commentary from leading distributor/retailer Marine-Max (HZO) as well as Polaris (PII) and industry data. June 

boating registrations jumped 20%. Analysts have an average target of $63.50 and short interest low at 4% of the float. 

KeyBanc raised its target to $72 in early July expecting meaningful restocking in 2021 and sees strong boat demand. CL 

King raised its target to $79 with consumer flocking to recreational activities. Hedge Fund ownership rose 5.7% in Q1 

filings with Cantillon and Lakewood notable top holders.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: BC looks like an obvious long into results, if it can pull back in to $65 that would be a good 

entry level.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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